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Figure 1: Red Hat CloudForms self-service

INTRODUCTION 

Businesses are demanding increased agility and self-service from their IT organizations. They  

want the ability to self-provision, self-manage, and self-operate their own services without the delay 

and the involvement of IT. And for some functions, users of an IT organization’s services are also 

demanding capabilities far beyond simple self-service. They want autonomy.

The highest productivity and agility levels can be achieved by enabling employees and users to do as 

much as possible for themselves. When self-service doesn’t adequately address their needs, it forces 

them to rely on the IT organization or to complete time-consuming, manual processes themselves. 

Many IT organizations are building private clouds to deliver self-service to their users. Frequently, 

the capabilities they want to provide include: self-service provisioning, power operations, and 

console access to the users’ own systems.
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PRODUCT beNeFITs

With Red Hat® CloudForms, IT organizations can enable their users to be highly autonomous. 

CloudForms provides self-service from a web-based portal that offers users new abilities to  

dynamically access and abilities to self-monitor and self-manage systems and services needed  

for their business.

CloudForms enables IT organizations to expand user autonomy with an unparalleled user experience 

that is easily extensible and customizable. Its configurable, web-based portal, classification-driven 

access management, bidirectional control surface, and automation functionality enable new  

capabilities to be created, configured, and securely delegated to users based on their roles and  

job functions. 

CloudForms offers a number of benefits, including:

•	A centralized, unified self-service portal with cloud, location, and platform independence

•	Self-service provisioning and life cycle management of complex, multi-tier services and simple 

virtual machines (VMs)

•	Change management, including the ability to take snapshots or revert to previous versions, and 

snapshot control with management policies governing size, quantity, and age

•	Agent-free configuration management with discovery, workload analysis, tracking, side-by-side 

comparison, and VM history information

•	Service and workload scaling with vertical or horizontal scaling

•	Customizable dashboards that are role-based and user configurable, enabling users to see exactly 

what they want and need (e.g., status, requests, quota, health, performance, events, usage, etc.) 

•	Resource and quota monitoring, including allocation, usage, allowed, and percent used, as well as 

requests for resource extensions and exceptions

•	Operations at the service and VM level with power, console and guest operations with sequencing 

for complex service start-up and shutdown sequences

•	Workload monitoring with performance, utilization, and trending, as well as self-learning analytics 

(e.g., normal operating ranges and rightsizing recommendations)

•	Extensibility for IT to add new virtual functions, buttons, toolbars, and capabilities to expand the 

user experience and control


